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Join  
the Fun
On March 2nd, let’s get every  
child reading. We’re making  
the entire Vooks library FREE  
for 48 hrs! Spread the word and 
help us inspire a love of reading! 

Why Vooks for Reading?
Words make a difference. Children who are exposed 
to rich and robust language experiences enter 
school with essential language skills needed to be 
successful readers. 

What You’ll Find on the Platform
Along with access to our library of titles, we have 
FREE resources and activities to enhance your child’s 
reading experience.

How to Subscribe 
In addition to our free 48 hrs during Read Along 
with Vooks, you can also try Vooks free for 30 
days by going to vooks.com. As a thank you to 
all of the incredible teachers, we offer a one year 
free subscription at vooks.com/pages/teacher-
appreciation.

Where Can I  
Watch Vooks? 
On March 2nd, you can 
watch 48 hrs of FREE  
Vooks titles at vooks.com.

Where are the  
Activities & Resources?
Resources and activities 
(like this one) for many of 
our titles can be found at  
vooks.com/resources.

We Love to be Social
Follow us on social for 
updates, special events, 
and more!

         @vooks

         @vooks

         facebook.com/vooks

Pause & Ponder
One example of an  
acitivity in our resources  
is the Pause & Ponder 
which helps children  
with comprehension  
and engagement.

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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Color Along With Us

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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Tell Us A Story
It’s your turn to write a story that you would like to see on Vooks. 
Share your story by drawing pictures and writing about it below. 

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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Reading Opens New Worlds
Reading helps us learn about new places, people, foods, animals, 
and more. Find the six little books that are hidden in the picture 
below, color them in, and check them off as you go.

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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Creating Connection
Reading helps us connect with other people. Use this activity based 
on And the People Stayed Home to write special messages to each 
neighbor. 

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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You’re the Hero!
Draw yourself on the cover of the book and give your story a title.

Title of your story

Your name

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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Make an Animation

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

Animations are created from 
a sequence of pictures. 
Create a flipbook animation 
of a ball bouncing with the 
pictures below.

1. Cut out all of the 
rectangles.

2. Place them in a stack in 
numerical order with 1 on 
top and 15 on the bottom. 

3. Staple/tape the left side 
of the stack together.

4. Hold the bound side of 
the book in your left hand 
and flip the pages quickly 
with your right to see the 
ball bounce!

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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 ● Little Sock

 ● The Little i Who Lost His Dot

 ● Where Are You?

 ● Slumberkins: Hammerhead

 ● Fourteen Animals That Are 
Definitely Not an Octopus

 ● Allegro

 ● Alphatrain

 ● Color Train

 ● Gossie & Gertie

 ● Let’s Be Friends

 ● Little Grey Donkey

 ● Nom Nom Colors

 ● Unicorn (and Horse)

 ● What Do You do with a  
Tale Like This?

 ● I See a Kookaburra!

 ● Road Less Traveled

 ● Slumberkins: Big Foot

 ● Smellyphant

 ● Nita’s First Signs

 ● Cinderella

 ● Nom Nom Shapes

 ● Wangari’s Trees of Peace

 ● And The People  
Stayed Home

 ● Everyone is Someone

 ● The Thing About Bees

 ● I’ll Love You For Always

 ● Made for Me

1

2

3

4

5

6
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8

9

10

My Reading List

Make a Reading List
There are many titles available on Vooks, during our Read Along 
with Vooks celebration, we’ll be refering to the following Vooks 
titles. Make a list of the ten titles you’re most interested in.

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks
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Lesson Plan

Book Information
Run Time 4:04

Author  Kitty O’Meara

Illustrator Stefano Di Cristofaro and Paul Pereda

Narrator Kate Winslet

Publisher Tra Publishing

Ages 4+

Genre Prose poetry

Text Structure Nine sentences. All sentences begin with 
“And” or “Some”. The author uses commas 
to connect ideas.

Themes & Ideas prose poetry, coronavirus, pandemic, 
kindness, meditation, change

Language & 
Literary Features

Illustrations and language explore activities 
we can do to explore our feelings and 
reach deep inside to make positive choices 
that will heal all of us.

Sentence 
Complexity

Compound sentences use commas and 
“and” to connect ideas.

Vocabulary meditated, absence, ignorant, dangerous, 
mindless, heartless, grieved

Special 
Vocabulary

prose poetry, coronavirus, pandemic, 
kindness, meditation, change

Illustrations Illustrations aid in delivering the message 
of how the pandemic affects the world.

Story Summary
And the People Stayed Home was written in the 
early days of the global coronavirus pandemic in 
2020. The poem teaches us about the importance of 
spending quality time with ourselves and the people 
we care about, listening deeply, and doing what we 
love. The author expresses her belief that when we 
are kind to ourselves and each other and when we 
use the special gifts we have, we can make the world 
a better place. During a time of uncertainty, And the 
People Stayed Home is a call for action to choose 
wisely and make a difference. The poem gives 
direction to each of us and offers hope to the world.

Lesson Focus
Kindness

Activity Ideas
Kindness Chain 
Each time a child does or sees a kind act, they write 
it on a paper chain link. At the end of the week, the 
teacher or parent reads each chain link aloud and then 
tapes its ends together, creating a Kindness Chain. 

Kindness Flyer  
Instead of a ‘missing pet’ flyer, make a Kind 
Compliment Flyer. 

Note of Encouragement 
Write notes of encouragement and deliver them to 
nursing homes/neighbors/etc.

Research  
Research the author. Why did she write the poem? 
Write her a letter to tell her how you feel about the 
poem or ask questions.

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

And the People Stayed Home
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Lesson Plan

Book Information
Run Time 4:23

Author  Kia Heise & Christopher D. Park

Illustrator Christopher D. Park

Narrator Lucy Capri and Emily Wold

Publisher Sleeping Bear Press

Ages 3–8

Genre Fiction

Themes & Ideas adventure, bravery, inspiration

Language & 
Literary Features

many descriptive words

Sentence 
Complexity

Mostly simple sentences with a few 
compound sentences.

Vocabulary drawer, worn, dirty, washed, magical, 
adventure. tunnel, exciting, striped, polka-
dot, smelly

Special 
Vocabulary

routine, bored, adventure

Illustrations Simple cartoon-like illustrations

Story Summary
Every day is the same for Little Sock. He gets worn, 
he gets dirty, he gets washed. His friends don’t 
seem to mind the routine, but Little Sock dreams of 
something new. So one night, Little Sock decides to 
leave his drawer in search of adventure…to find the 
fabled land known as Sock City!

Follow Little Sock on this adorable journey about 
bravery and aspiration. Little ones will discover that 
sometimes in order to fulfill a dream we have to be 
courageous and try things that might seem a bit scary 
at first.

Lesson Focus
Adventure

Activity Ideas
Drawing/Writing 
Draw a picture and write a story about visiting a place 
you have heard about and would like to go.

Being Brave
Write a story about a time you had to be brave to try 
something new.

Sock Puppet
Make a sock puppet—use it to retell Little Sock.

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

Little Sock

We watched _____________________________________________  in class!  

I liked it because ________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________.

Vooks Titles in Class
Draw your favorite Vooks title on the screen or cut out one of  
the three we have provided at the bottom of the page and paste  
it to the screen.

Draw or paste your favorite Vooks title above

Share with us on social @vooks #ReadAlongWithVooks


